
Age 
3–8 years

Numer of players
1-6

Contents
9 double face cardboards
27 pictures
30 pawns (5 in 6 colors)
1 bag

Game I

Take of from the frames the small pictures. Doing that check if you
know what represent each element. If you don’t know ask the adult.
Put all the pictures into the bag. 9 cardboard put on the table that
they form a square and the colorful pictures are visible. Put in front
of you 5 pawns on the same colour. All players are doing the same.
Choose who starts the game and who will be next. First child cover
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the eyes with scarf (or similar) and draws un element from the bag.
Very thoroughly, carefully turn it into his hands and try to guess what
it is. Once given the answer discover the eyes and know if the answer
is right or not. If it is correct the child try to find the same picture on the
cardboards. When hi did put on it his pawn and the element with
picture turn into the bag. Then the next child play. The winner is the
child who first place all his pawns on the cardboards.

Game II

This game is similar to the first one. There is only one difference,
in fase of preparation you have to put the cardboard in the way that
on the top there are green one color shapes 

Game III

Give the cardboards to the players. Agree on which side of the board
you are using and put them in the way you want. Each child must
have the same number of boards. If you play in 3, everyone should
have 3 boards, if in 4 everyone receive 2 boards and one board is set
aside. Choose who starts the game and who will be next. First child
draws one element from the bag. If the same element is on his board
he put drawed element on. If on his boards there is not drawed element
he put it back into the bag. Then the next child play. The winner is
who first complete own boards  

WARNING! 
1. A toy is intended for children over

3 years. Contains small parts - risk
choking. 

2. To be used under the direct super-
vision of adult.

3. Keep all packaging and / or instruc-
tions. they contain relevant infor-
mation which may be useful in the
future.

4. Use inconsistent with the instruc-
tions excludes liability of manu-
facturerfor any damages.
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